Abstract. DNS cache poisoning is a serious threat to today's Internet. We develop a formal model of the semantics of DNS caches, including the bailiwick rule and trust-level logic, and use it to systematically investigate different types of cache poisoning and to generate templates for attack payloads. We explain the impact of the attacks on DNS resolvers such as BIND, MaraDNS, and Unbound and their implications for several defenses against DNS cache poisoning.
Introduction
The Domain Name System (DNS) is an essential part of the Internet. The primary purpose of DNS is to resolve symbolic domain names to IP addresses [10, 17, 18] . Many Internet security mechanisms, including host access control and defenses against spam and phishing, implicitly or explicitly depend on the integrity of the DNS infrastructure. Unfortunately, security was not one of the design considerations for DNS, and many attacks on DNS were reported over the years [3, 12, 15, 19] .
Cache poisoning is arguably the most prominent and dangerous attack on DNS. DNS cache poisoning results in a DNS resolver storing (i.e., caching) invalid or malicious mappings between symbolic names and IP addresses. Because the process of resolving a name depends on authoritative servers located elsewhere on the Internet (see Section 2.2), DNS protocol is intrinsically vulnerable to cache poisoning [3] . An attacker may poison the cache by compromising an authoritative DNS server or by forging a response to a recursive DNS query sent by a resolver to an authoritative server.
Many non-cryptographic defenses (surveyed in Section 8) focus solely on blind response forgery and attempt to solve the problem by increasing the entropy of DNS query components such as transaction IDs, query labels, and port numbers. This makes blind response forgery more difficult. Unfortunately, blind response forgery is just one of the possible attack vectors for DNS cache poisoning and, unlike cryptographic solutions, these defenses are vulnerable to trivial eavesdropping attacks. Therefore, they do not address the root causes of DNS cache poisoning and provide only partial protection.
Our goal is to develop a formal model for the semantics of DNS caches and use it to study cache poisoning attacks. Our analysis focuses on the internal operation of DNS resolvers and is thus complementary to the analyses of network protocols used to deliver DNS messages, success rate of forgery attempts, network-level defenses, and so forth. For instance, in a concurrent work [4] , Bau and Mitchell formally modeled the cryptographic operations involved in the DNSSEC protocol, discovering a vulnerability that allows an attacker to add a forged name into a signed zone.
By contrast, we analyze the internal bailiwick rules (used by DNS resolvers to decide whether to accept a mapping from a given authority) and the trust levels of DNS data (used by resolvers to decide whether to overwrite an existing record). The bailiwick rule in particular, while critical for DNS security and reliability, is not part of the DNS standard and left to the resolver implementation. Its subtleties are often exploited by cache poisoning attacks, regardless of the actual mechanism (such as blind response forgery) used to deliver attack packets. To the best of our knowledge, internal operations of DNS resolvers have not been formally modeled before.
Our contributions. We explain the nature of DNS cache poisoning attacks and present a precise, formal model of the bailiwick rule and the record overwriting mechanism of modern DNS resolvers, including BIND v9.4.1, Unbound v1.3.4, and MaraDNS v1.3.07.09. We use our model to systematically enumerate and analyze different types of cache poisoning attacks and to explain the damage to different aspects of DNS resolution resulting from each attack. Using the ProVerif protocol analysis tool [6] , we automatically construct attack templates for all attacks in our taxonomy, verifying that the attacks work against actual implementations.
The objective of this study is to develop a precise understanding of the semantics of modern DNS caches, including their bailiwick rules and trust-level logic. We do not propose a new defense against DNS response forgery since defending against specific types of DNS compromise is largely orthogonal to our goals. (In general, the only reliable protection is provided by cryptographic authentication schemes such as DNSSEC; unfortunately, these schemes are not yet deployed widely.) Instead, we use our model to enumerate the consequences of different types of DNS forgery exploits, regardless of whether they are perpetrated via server compromise, birthday attack, eavesdropping, or some other attack vector. We also show that our model is useful for evaluating the effectiveness of some non-cryptographic defenses against DNS response forgery.
DNS Background

Resource record set
DNS is a distributed storage system for Resource Records (RR). Each DNS resolver or authoritative server stores RRs in its cache or local zone file. A Resource Record includes a label, class, type, and data [10] . The label of an RR is a symbolic domain name used when accessing an Internet resource [17] . The class is either IN, or CH; the class of most RRs is IN, which means the Internet system. The type can have many possible values, but we will focus on records of type A, CNAME, and NS. An A record holds a mapping from a domain name to an IP address, a CNAME record holds a mapping from a domain name to an alias, and an NS record holds a mapping from a domain name to the name of an authoritative name server for that domain. Each record has a time-to-live (TTL) parameter and is purged from the cache once its TTL expires.
No two RRs in the cache may have the same label, class, type, and data, but it is possible to have multiple records with the same label, class, and type. Such a group is called a Resource Record Set (RRset).
Caching and recursive resolution
When a DNS resolver or authoritative server receives a query, it searches its cache for a matching label. If there is no matching label in the cache, the server may instead retrieve from the cache and return a referral response, containing an RRset of NS type whose label is "closer" to the domain which is the subject of the query [17] .
Instead of sending a referral response, the DNS resolver may also be configured to initiate the same query to an authoritative DNS server responsible for the domain name which is the subject of the query [17] . Each query is identified by a random 16-bit transaction ID (TXID). The authoritative server can respond with an answer, a referral, or a failed response. In general, a response is comprised of the query, answer, authority, and additional sections. Each section may have none, one, or multiple RRsets.
The authoritative server's response-or a forged message pretending to be the authoritative server's response-is accepted by the DNS resolver and stored in its cache only if the RRset of each section passes a set of conditions known as the bailiwick rule. These conditions are not part of the DNS specification and depend on the implementation of the resolver. Furthermore, in certain circumstances (see Section 5), the received records may even overwrite those already stored in the cache.
Poisoning the DNS cache by adding false records is a serious threat, but DNS records corresponding to popular domains are likely to be already stored in the cache prior to an attack and are thus not vulnerable to the basic forgery exploit (this observation underlies the naive defense of increasing the time-to-live parameter of these records). It is the ability to overwrite existing records that makes DNS response forgery such a devastating attack. To understand record overwriting, we need to understand (1) the mechanism through which an attacker may introduce forged records into the cache of a DNS resolver (Section 3) and (2) the bailiwick and trust-level rules that govern addition and overwriting of records in DNS caches (Sections 4 and 5).
DNS Response Forgery
Cache poisoning without response forgery
Before BIND adopted the bailiwick rule in 1993, the owner of any DNS authoritative server could compromise records corresponding to any domain name [22, 23] . When responding to a query from the resolver, a malicious authoritative server can send, in the additional section of its response, an arbitrary mapping from any domain name (including those outside its authority) to an IP address.
For instance, consider a malicious authoritative server for bad.com. When a client asks its DNS resolver to resolve www.bad.com, the resolver queries the server. The server's response contains in its additional section the mapping from, say, ns1.good. com to a malicious IP address. Without the bailiwick rule (described in Section 4), this mapping would have been cached by the resolver, even though good.com was neither part of the query, nor under the malicious server's authority (see Fig. 2(a) ).
Blind response forgery using birthday attack
The basic DNS protocol does not authenticate responses to recursive queries. The only checks are: (1) the query section and 16-bit transaction ID (TXID) of the response must match those of the query, and (2) the source IP address and destination port of the response must match, respectively, the destination IP address and source port of the query. The first arriving UDP packet which satisfies these conditions is treated as a valid response from the authoritative server.
Prior to recent patches [8] , many DNS resolvers used a fixed port to send queries. Therefore, with the exception of a random TXID, all values used by the resolver to determine the validity of a packet received in response to its query are predictable. To generate a valid-looking response, it is sufficient to guess the TXID used in the query. Attacks on DNS exploiting the "birthday paradox" have been known since at least 2002 [21] . If the TXID has only N bits of entropy (in practice, N = 16), a network attacker needs only O(2 N 2 ) trials on average to generate a forged response which matches the TXID of the query and will thus be accepted as valid by the target resolver. The answer section of the forgery contains a malicious mapping from a domain name to an IP address (see Fig. 1 ).
For the attack to succeed, the forgery must arrive to the target resolver before the response from the legitimate authoritative server. If the legitimate response arrives first, it will be cached by the resolver and until its time-to-live (TTL) expires, the resolver will not ask the authoritative server to resolve the same domain name, preventing the attacker from poisoning the mapping for that domain. [13] . While the basic mechanism is the same (using the birthday attack to forge a response with the same transaction ID as the query), three observations make Kaminsky's attack more serious than "conventional" DNS forgery [19] .
First, the attacker can force the target resolver to initiate a query to an authoritative server of his choice. Second, modern attackers have enough network bandwidth to generate a large number of spoofed responses, each with a different guess of the transaction ID. Third, the malicious "payload" of the forged response is the additional section (as opposed to the answer section in the conventional attack), for reasons explained below.
The basic scheme of the exploit is as follows. The attacker chooses the domain name that he wants to compromise (e.g., www.google.com). He then queries the target resolver with any subdomain which is not already cached on the resolver (e.g., a non-existent subdomain such as xyz12.google.com). Because the name is not in the cache, this causes the target resolver to send a query to the authoritative server(s) for this domain. At this point, the attacker floods the resolver with a large number of forged responses, each containing a different guess of the query's transaction ID.
A typical forged response is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Note that it is a referral, not an answer, and the false information is contained in the additional section rather than the answer section. This greatly increases the efficacy of the attack. Instead of hijacking a mapping for a single domain name, the attack, if successful, introduces into the target resolver's cache a false mapping for an authoritative server. Future queries from the compromised resolver will be sent directly to an attacker-controlled IP address, enabling the attacker to provide malicious responses without blind response forgery.
If a forgery attempt fails, the attacker can immediately start a new race, using a different domain name, and continue until he actually wins the race, i.e., a forgery with a valid transaction ID arrives to the resolver before the legitimate answer.
Response forgery using eavesdropping
A number of recently proposed defenses against DNS cache poisoning, including source port randomization, 0x20-bit encoding, XQID, and WSEC-DNS, fundamentally depend on the asymmetric accessibility of the components used for authenticating responses to DNS queries [7, 8, 11, 20] .
These defenses ensure neither confidentiality of DNS queries, nor authentication of responses (in contrast to cryptographic defenses such as DNSSEC) and thus prevent only blind forgery. DNS remains vulnerable to trivial attacks by compromised servers and/or network eavesdroppers: in a non-switched subnet environment, the attacker can run an eavesdropping tool in the promiscuous mode; in a switched environment, ARP poisoning [14] or any similar technique can be used to force all packets from the target resolver to pass through a malicious computer on the same subnet.
The Bailiwick Rule
The purpose of the bailiwick rule is to prevent malicious authoritative servers from providing DNS mappings for domains outside their authority as part of a referral response (see Section 3.1). For example, the authoritative server for .com can return a mapping for any .com domain, while the authoritative server for bad.com should only be able to provide mappings for subdomains of bad.com.
The RFC specifying the DNS protocol does not define a concrete bailiwick rule. For the purposes of this paper, we analyze the bailiwick rules of three open-source implementations: BIND v9.4.1 [1], Unbound v1.3.4 [16] , and MaraDNS v1.3.07.09 [24] .
BIND. The complete bailiwick-checking algorithm of BIND v9.4.1 is shown in Fig. 5 in the appendix. The key data structure used to keep track of the bailiwick at any given point in the recursive DNS resolution is Query.zone. If a BIND resolver cannot resolve a query locally, it finds the RRset whose label is the "closest" to the received query among all RRsets of type NS in its cache. This label is stored in Query.zone, and the resolver sends the query to the name server indicated by the NS record.
If the response holds an RRset in the answer section, the resolver caches it after checking that its domain label matches the query. NS records in the authority section are cached only if their domain label is a subdomain of or equal to Query.zone.
If the response is a referral (i.e., the answer section does not contain a record), the resolver must resend the query to another name server, as indicated in the referral. At this point, the bailiwick check is performed. First, the resolver checks whether the domain label of the query is a subdomain of the label in the authority section of the received response. If it is, the resolver next checks whether the domain label in the authority section is a subdomain of the current value of Query.zone. Only if both conditions hold, the resolver caches the NS-type RRset received in the referral.
The next step is to determine whether to cache the RRsets in the additional section of the referral. If the domain label of each record in the additional section is a subdomain of Query.zone, the additional section is cached; otherwise, it is not cached and the resolver will initiate new queries for the labels of the records from the additional section.
This prevents a malicious name server from referring a query to a name server in a different bailiwick along with a false IP address mapping for that server (as in Fig. 2(a) ), since the resolver will not cache the additional section containing the false mapping.
Finally, the value of Query.zone is changed to the label of the RRset in the authority section of the received referral response. The BIND resolver then initiates queries for the names which were not cached in the previous steps.
Unbound. The bailiwick checking algorithm of Unbound (Fig. 6 in the appendix) is very different from BIND. All records whose labels are out of the bailiwick are removed from the received responses. The remaining records are cached, provided the response contains at least one answer record which comes from an authoritative server.
Unbound also differs in how it decides whether a response is a referral or not. If the label of the authority record in a response is below the resolver's bailiwick zone, Unbound labels the response as a referral even if there is a record in the answer section. The resolver caches all records from the additional and authority sections of a referral response, but, by default, does not send them to clients [26] . (Fig. 6 in the appendix) is significantly simpler. MaraDNS does not cache the authority and additional section of responses containing an RRset in the answer sections, thus eliminating the need to perform bailiwick checks on them. Furthermore, even for referral responses, MaraDNS caches neither the NS mapping from the domain name to an authoritative server name (authority section), nor the A mapping from the latter name to an IP address (additional section). Instead, MaraDNS simply stores an authority section with a mapping from the domain name to the IP address. This eliminates the need to perform a bailiwick check on the name of the authoritative server, since this name is not cached (with a potential loss in efficiency).
MaraDNS. The bailiwick logic of MaraDNS
Differences between resolver implementations. Table 1 summarizes the differences between DNS resolver implementations. There is an important difference between BIND's and Unbound's default caching policies for RRsets in the additional section. To shorten query resolution times, BIND caches all such mappings, including domain labels and IP addresses from the additional section. By default, Unbound, too, caches the additional section, but these mappings are not sent to the client as the answer for a query. Therefore, from the client's viewpoint, the default behavior of Unbound is similar to that of MaraDNS. All three implementations can be compromised by different types of cache poisoning attacks (the implementations are semantically correct, but the protocols they use for updating the DNS cache are intrinsically weak). In Section 7, we show which implementation is vulnerable to which attack. Kaminsky's exploit and the bailiwick check. Kaminsky's exploit does not violate the bailiwick rule. The forged referral in this attack contains an authority section with a (possibly fake) in-bailiwick name server, along with an additional section mapping this server to an attacker-controlled IP address. This invalid mapping is cached by the target BIND resolver. If the attacker wants to compromise the mapping of an existing name server (as opposed to introducing a fake one), there is a complication. The mappings for the name servers of popular domains tend to have long TTLs; they are likely to be already present in the victim's cache and must be overwritten. In Section 5, we explain the conditions under which an existing record may be overwritten. Unbound caches RRsets from the additional section, but, by default, does not send them to clients. These RRsets are used internally by the resolver to find IP addresses of authoritative servers and can be overwritten, facilitating certain attacks (see Section 7).
MaraDNS will accept the malicious authority section, but the mapping from the fake name server to an attacker-controlled IP address will not be cached. The IP address of an authoritative server can be changed only by overwriting an existing mapping.
Cache Overwriting
Cache poisoning attacks are especially dangerous because they enable the attacker not just to add false mappings to the cache of vulnerable DNS resolvers, but also to overwrite existing mappings, including long-lived mappings for popular domains.
The rules for overwriting cache records are defined in RFC 2181 [10] . They depend on the trust level of an RRset. Table 2 shows trust levels used by BIND resolvers. The trust level of an RRset contained in a response depends on whether it comes from an authoritative server and whether the response is a referral. Trust level 8 is for records in a local zone setup file provided by a DNS server administrator, while trust level 7 is used by DNSSEC. We focus on records whose trust levels are from 2 to 6. BIND and Unbound. In BIND, a cached RRset is overwritten if the trust level of the received RRset is higher or equal to the cached one and its TTL is longer. NS-type RRsets received in a referral are an exception: they have the trust level 8 for the purposes of overwriting (i.e., they always overwrite the records already present in the cache), but are stored with the trust level 3. In Unbound, the absolute trust levels are different, but the relative order is the same. Therefore, we use the same trust-level model for BIND and Unbound.
MaraDNS. MaraDNS does not use trust levels. A new record contained in the response simply overwrites the existing record. In practice, however, only NS records can be overwritten by forged responses. Because MaraDNS does not cache the additional section of responses, in order to overwrite an A or CNAME record the forged response should contain the replacement mapping in the answer section and its label must be exactly the same as the label of the record to be overwritten. Such a forgery would only be accepted in response to a query with the same label. Observe, however, that since a record with this label is already present in the cache, a MaraDNS resolver would never initiate a recursive query for this label. Therefore, there is no query that would give the attacker an opportunity to overwrite an existing A or CNAME record. 
Modeling methodology
As shown in Sections 4 and 5, the semantics of DNS caches are quite complicated. To understand the potential impact of cache poisoning attacks, we construct a formal model of the default bailiwick-checking and cache-overwriting rules of BIND v9.4.1 and Unbound v1.3.4. We do not build a formal model for MaraDNS because it does not cache the authority and additional sections of responses containing an answer RRset and does not use trust levels for overwriting existing records. We do show attacks against all three implementations, including MaraDNS, in Table 4 We use the ProVerif protocol analysis tool, due to its success in practical formal verification of security protocols (e.g., [2] ). The details of ProVerif are beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in [6] . The behavior of each protocol participant is modeled as a set of Horn clauses, which represent sending or receiving messages on specified communication channels. ProVerif then uses a sound, resolution-based algorithm to determine whether a specified property holds over all executions of the protocol. Fig. 3 shows the abstract model of DNS resolver. We use it to check whether or not a cached resource record with a certain label and trust level is secure against cache poisoning conducted by the active adversary who has complete control of the network. This attacker model may appear strong, but we emphasize once again that our goal is to model the internal behavior of DNS resolvers, not the details of the network protocol through which DNS messages are exchanged. By modeling the network as a public channel, we can focus on the semantics of the cache and abstract from the particulars of the forgery method through which attacker packets are introduced.
The initial state of the model asserts that three valid records of types A, NS, and CNAME, respectively, have been cached. Their labels are determined via network inputs. (In reality, the attacker can insert an arbitrary label into the cache by tricking a client of the resolver into asking to resolve the corresponding name.) Trust levels are specified manually. The model then receives a query from the network. If recursive resolution is required, the model sends out a recursive query and receives a response from the network. The bailiwick rule in the model determines which records in the response should be cached. If a malicious record satisfies the bailiwick conditions, the model asserts that a cache poisoning event has occurred.
Base data types
We use a simplified model of DNS records with only three components-type (A, NS, or CNAME), domain name, and data-and ignore other aspects such as authority RRsets in the answer section, lame resolution, and zone delegation. Events model critical points in the resolution process. The evInitCache event occurs when the model is initialized. It asserts that a record is cached with a verifier-specified trust level prior to the attack (in our analysis, we vary the trust level to determine whether or not a particular record can be overwritten). The evRecursiveQueryStart event occurs when the cache does not have a record matching a given query and the resolver must send a recursive query to an authoritative server responsible for the bailiwick zone. The evPoison event occurs when an invalid record passes all checks and is about to be cached.
Cache initialization
Our model assumes that the CNAME, A and NS resource records for a certain name are already present in the cache. The model then generates a query, waits for a response from the network, and decides whether or not the response should be cached.
The following property says that the evPoison event does not occur unless the evInitCache event has occurred. More precisely, in the resolver which already caches cachedns, cacheda and cachedcname labels, a resource record whose label is poisonedlabel and whose type is rectype is cached with the trust level tl only if there has occurred an evInitCache event in which the resource record whose label was cachedlabel and whose type was cachedtype was cached with the trust level cachedtl.
query ev: evPoison(rectype, poisonedlabel, poisoneddata, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedcname) −→ ev: evInitCache(Record( cachedtype, cachedlabel, data ), cachedtl )
Non-overwritability
Recall from Section 5 that a cached record can only be overwritten by a record with an equal or higher trust level. The following properties model "non-overwritability" of A records with various trust levels: query ev: evPoison(At, cacheda, wrongdst, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedcname) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, cacheda, validdst ), tl6 ) ∧ tl6 > tl query ev: evPoison(At, cacheda, wrongdst, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedcname) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, cacheda, validdst ), tl4 ) ∧ tl4 > tl query ev: evPoison(At, cacheda, wrongdst, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedcname) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, cacheda, validdst ), tl3 ) ∧ tl3 > tl query ev: evPoison(At, cacheda, wrongdst, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedcname) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, cacheda, validdst ), tl2 ) ∧ tl2 > tl Each of these properties says that whenever a poisoning event occurs, the target record is already cached with a certain trust level which is higher than the trust level of the forged response. If the property holds, the existing record cannot be overwritten. If the property cannot be provable, then the model contains at least one path in which the trust level of the forged record is higher than the trust level of the cached record. Therefore, the cached record can be successfully overwritten by the forgery.
ProVerif analysis shows that in both BIND and Unbound, non-overwritability holds only for trust levels 4 and 6. All cached records whose trust level is 2, or 3 can be overwritten. For all interesting trust levels of an A or NS record, Fig. 4 shows the (automatically generated) templates for malicious payloads to be used in the forged response. In  Fig. 4 , we assume that the NS record of abc.com and the A record of www.abc.com are already cached by the victim resolver.
The following property is always false in our model, showing that CNAME records cannot be overwritten. query ev: evPoison(CNAMEt, cachedc, invalid, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedc)
Bailiwick rule
The primary purpose of the bailiwick rule is to prevent an authoritative server from claiming the mappings from domain names belonging to other authorities. To determine whether the bailiwick-checking logic of BIND and Unbound resolvers achieves this, we used ProVerif to verify the following three properties: query ev: evPoison(NSt/At/CNAMEt, targetname, dst, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedc) −→ ev: evRecursiveQueryStart( query, bailiwick, bailiwickAAserver ) ∧ isSubName: query, bailiwick ∧ isSubName: targetname, bailiwick
These properties say that a record can enter the cache (represented by the cache poisoning event, since in our model all responses arrive from the network attacker) only in response to a recursive query and if targetname and query are subdomains of bailiwick. Here bailiwick is the authority name closest to the domain label in the query.
According to ProVerif, these three properties hold in our model. Therefore, the domain name of both legitimate and forged responses must be a subdomain of the proper bailiwick, as determined by the DNS resolver. Note, however, that the bailiwick depends on the label of the current query. An attacker may initiate a query for a domain of his choice or manipulate the resolver into issuing such a query (e.g., by tricking one of the resolver's users into visiting a webpage with a link to the domain), thus ensuring that forged responses do not violate the bailiwick rule.
Taxonomy of Cache Poisoning Attacks
We use our model to systematically enumerate several types of cache poisoning attacks, the corresponding payloads of forged DNS responses, and their effect on the compromised resolver. Our taxonomy is shown in Table 3 . It is complete for A, NS, and CNAME records. We assume that the resolver has already fixed the bailiwick zone (abc.com) for incoming responses. Every name which can be a target of cache poisoning belongs to one of three categories: domain outside abc.com, subdomain of abc.com, or abc.com itself. There are two types of cache poisoning: adding a new name and overwriting the mapping for an existing name. Table 3 covers all possibilities. Table 4 summarizes the feasibility of different types of cache poisoning attacks against different resolver implementations. Because BIND and Unbound use different caching policies by default and MaraDNS does not cache the additional section, the effective attack payload varies from resolver to resolver. For BIND and Unbound, our analysis is based on our formal model and experimental attacks against the resolver implementation. For MaraDNS, we analyzed the bailiwick-checking logic manually (it is significantly simpler than in either BIND, or Unbound).
Adding a new CNAME record
Our model shows that the only way to add a malicious CNAME mapping to the cache is to forge an answer section whose label is exactly same as the query (the reason is that the authority section contains only NS records and the additional section only A records). This is captured by the following property:
query ev: evPoison(CNAMEt, newname, invalidlabel, tl, cachedns, cacheda, cachedc) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, cacheda, validlabel ), cachedtl )
The disadvantage of this attack is that it cannot be easily perpetrated via blind, bruteforce forgery. If the attacker fails in a single race, the resolver will cache the failed label and the attacker must change the target name. If, however, the attacker poisons the IP addresses of authoritative servers for a certain zone, he controls all names in this zone and adding any CNAME mapping is trivial. The IP addresses of authoritative servers are usually cached with the trust level 2 or 3 and can thus be overwritten (Section 7.3).
Adding a subdomain under an existing authority
This exploit adds a record for a fake subdomain under an existing authority in the victim's cache. It is modeled by the following property: query ev: evPoison(At, makeSubName( bad, goodZone ), invalid, tl, goodZone, makeSubName( good, goodZone ), cname) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, makeSubName( good, goodZone ), valid), cachetl )
As shown in Fig. 4 , payloads 1 and 2 can add a new domain name to a BIND cache. By default, the RRsets in the additional section will be used as the answer to the query. Payloads 2, 3, and 4 can add a new domain name to an Unbound cache, but Unbound's default policy does not send this information to clients.
This attack is dangerous to clients using BIND resolvers because many Web security policies are vulnerable to attacks from subdomains. For example, many websites set the path and domain name of cookies as, respectively, '/' and the top two levels of the site's domain (e.g., example.com rather than www10.example.com). An attacker who uses cache poisoning to introduce a fake subdomain can use phishing to lure naive users to this subdomain and then overwrite and/or read cookies set by legitimate subdomains.
Overwriting an existing A record
One may assume that address mappings for popular domain names are already cached by most resolvers with the trust level 4 or 6. Therefore, they cannot be overwritten until their TTL expires. This is the basis of a common defense against DNS forgery: simply increase TTL for legitimate DNS records.
A cleverer attack exploits the fact that it is uncommon for clients to directly initiate queries about authoritative name servers such as ns1.google.com. Records with addresses of authoritative name servers are typically received by resolvers as part of referral responses, which are cached with the trust level 2 or 3. Therefore, they can be overwritten. In our model, this is captured by the following property: query ev: evPoison(At, targetname, invaliddata, tl, ns, targetname, cname ) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, targetname, validdata ), tl2 ) ∧ tl2 > tl query ev: evPoison(At, targetname, invaliddata, tl, ns, targetname, cname ) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( At, targetname, validdata ), tl3 ) ∧ tl3 > tl Our formal analysis shows that payloads 1 and 2 for BIND and payloads 2, 3, and 4 for Unbound (see Fig. 4 ) can accomplish this attack.
This attack is dangerous to clients of both BIND and Unbound. It results in changing the IP addresses of authoritative servers and enables the attacker to compromise any domain in the server's zone. Furthermore, IP address mappings for the names of root DNS servers such as A.ROOT-SERVERS.NET can be stored in the cache with the trust level 2. Although there are only 13 root servers, making forgery harder, if the attack does succeed, their addresses can be overwritten.
Overwriting an existing NS record
Unlike Kaminsky's attack, which uses the authority and additional sections of the forged response to compromise the mapping from a domain name to an IP address, forged responses can also be used to overwrite existing NS records in the resolver's cache [25] . In our formal model, this is represented by the following property: query ev: evPoison(NSt, targetname, invalidlabel, tl, targetname, a, cname ) −→ ev: evInitCache( Record( NSt, targetname, validlabel ), cachetl ) ∧ cachetl > tl Payload 2 from Fig. 4 works against BIND, payloads 2 and 3 against Unbound. The consequence of this attack is that any query for a domain name under the compromised authority is sent by the resolver directly to an attacker-controlled authoritative server(s). This exploit is more serious than Kaminsky's exploit because it effectively hijacks every domain name under the compromised authority. We emphasize that the attacker can overwrite any NS record in the cache, even those with non-expired TTL.
Creating fake domains
Cache poisoning enables the attacker to insert a mapping for any domain name into the victim resolver's cache even if the domain does not exist in reality. For example, the attacker can create mappings for plausible domain names such as www.google.edu and www.university.gov, making it easier to carry out phishing attacks. To stage this exploit, the forged packet must look like a valid response from the authoritative server for a top-level domain such as .edu or .gov. Against BIND, it is sufficient to forge RRsets in the additional section. Technically, the attack is modeled by the same rules and uses the same payloads as in Section 7.2.
The attack against Unbound is more sophisticated because Unbound by default does not send the additional section to clients. The attacker must change the authority section for the target zone or the IP addresses of the zone's authoritative servers. Once that's done, adding a new name under this zone is trivial. Technically, this attack is modeled by the same rules and uses the same payloads as in Section 7.3 (respectively, 7.4).
Hijacking a popular domain via a sub-authority
A common objective of DNS attacks is to compromise the mappings for popular domain names such as www.paypal.com and www.google.com. As mentioned above, such mappings are difficult to compromise because they are likely to be already cached with a long TTL. In practice, popular domain names are usually mapped to subdomains via long-lived CNAME records. For example, www.google.com may be mapped to www.l.google.com. Even if the attacker succeeds in forging an A record which maps www.google.com to a malicious IP address, the resolver will use the unexpired CNAME record rather than the forged A record, foiling the attack.
Subdomain names, however, are mapped to actual IP addresses by A records with relatively short TTL values. For example, the record mapping www.l.google.com to an IP address may have a 300-second TTL. Suppose the attacker poisons the authority section for l.google.com. Once the A record for www.l.google.com expires, the victim will ask an attacker-controlled server to resolve www.l.google.com, giving him complete control over the mapping. This attack is effective against both BIND and Unbound because it targets the authority section of a zone or the IP address of the zone's authoritative server, not the records in the additional section. Therefore, Unbound's default policy does not prevent the attack. Technically, this attack is modeled by the same rules and uses the same payloads as in Section 7.3 (respectively, 7.4).
Defenses
The objective of our formal model is to understand the nature and impact of cache poisoning attacks at the level of DNS resolvers, not the protocol through which poisoned packets are delivered. By contrast, the defenses surveyed below (with the exception of cryptographic defenses) focus solely on preventing blind response forgery, which is simply one of the many vectors for cache poisoning attacks. Therefore, they are largely complementary and orthogonal to the goals of this paper.
Cryptographic solutions include DNSSEC [9] and DNSCurve [5] . DNSSEC uses digital signatures to authenticate and protect integrity of responses to DNS queries. So far, cryptographic solutions have not been widely deployed due to their impact on DNS performance, as well as political and infrastructural issues.
The most popular non-cryptographic defense against blind response forgery is UDP source port randomization [8] . It increases entropy of recursive DNS queries by randomizing the source port number in addition to the transaction ID, thus making the birthday attack more difficult. This patch depends on the configuration of the local network such as the firewall imposing strict constraints on inbound connections. Other solutions aiming to prevent blind response forgery by increasing entropy of queries are 0x20-bit encoding [7] , which randomizes capitalization of letters in the query (the amount of entropy depends on the length of the query), and WSEC-DNS [20] and XQID [11] , which use a challenge-response scheme with random nonces.
While these solutions may be effective for blocking a particularly dangerous attack vector (namely, blind response forgery), they do not actually authenticate responses to recursive DNS queries and should be viewed only as a temporary patch until proper authentication mechanisms are deployed. As long as there exist other attack vectors (see Section 3) and modern resolver implementations such as BIND and Unbound cache information provided in the authority and additional sections of unauthenticated responses (see Section 4), DNS cache poisoning will remain a serious issue.
Other proposed solutions include increasing TTLs of legitimate records and limiting the number of simultaneous recursive queries (the latter to decrease the number of simultaneous races that may be staged by the attacker). Our model helps evaluate such defenses because their efficacy depends on a detailed understanding of the semantics of DNS caches. For example, our analysis shows that increasing TTL does not help against a large class of attacks that involve overwriting of existing DNS records.
Conclusion
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